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The purpose of this note is to show that results on the comparison of 
different representations of the symmetric groups, and of the hyperoctahedral 
groups, follow from very simple lemmas concerning left ideals in a group 
ring. 
We use the following notation. If y: G -+ K is a representation of a group 
G over a field K, and X is a subset of G, y(X) = 2 7(x)x, summing over x in 
X. The dual Horn&V, K) of a left KG-module M is denoted by M*. Recall 
that the product gf of a linear functional f by a group element g satisfies 
w-)(v) =f(g-‘u). 
1. LEMMA. Let G be a group and K a field. Let T be the anti- 
automorphism of the group ring KG defined by T(g) = g-’ (g E G) 
extending to the whole of KG by linearity. If < E KG, then the left ideal KG 5 
and Hom,(KG T(c), K) are isomorphic over KG. 
Proof Let T, E KG* be defined by T,(h) = S,, (zero if g # h and one if 
g=h). Then g-+T provides a KG-isomorphism of KG and KG*. 
Restriction- of a linea; functional KG -+ K to the subspace KG T(l) gives a 
KG-epimorphism from KG* to the dual of KG T(r). Let f be the composition 
of these two homomorphisms. Thus f is a KG-homomorphism mapping KG 
onto the dual of KG T(r). A simple calculation shows that the kernel off is 
the left annihilator ideal 1 of 5. Since KG/I is isomorphic to KG <, the first 
isomorphism theorem completes the proof. 
2. LEMMA. Let G be a group and K a field. Let y: G--t K be a represen- 
tation of G over K of degree 1 such that y(g) = y( g-l) for all g E G. Let S 
be the ring automorphism of KG defined by S(g) = y(g) g (g E G). Let 
4 E KG. Then KG { is isomorphic to KG S(c) @ y(G) as left KG-modules. 
Proof A simple calculation shows that < and G(r) @ y(G) have the same 
left annihilator ideal. The result follows. 
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Now let G = S,, the symmetric group on { 1,2,..., n}. Let I be a partition 
of n, and x a A-tableau. We denote by Rx the group of row permutations of 
x, and by Cx the group of column permutations of x (for the precise 
definitions, see [4]). Let E be the alternating character and i the principal 
character of S,, both with values in K. We denote by I’, x’ the partition, 
tableau, conjugate to 1, x, respectively. 
3. KG c(Cx) i(Rx) N KG i(Cx) E(Rx) @ E(G) [3, 21.51. 
This follows from Lemma 2 since S(e(Cx)) = i(Cx) and S(i(Rx)) = E(Rx). 
4. KG i(Rx) e(Cx) N Hom,(KG s(Cx) i(Rx), K) [3, 21.71. 
This follows from Lemma 1 since T(i(Rx) c(Cx)) = E(CX) i(Rx). 
5. KG e(Cx’) i(Rx’) @ s(S,) 1: Hom,(KG s(Cx) i(Rx), K) [3, 21.81. 
This follows because C(x’) = R(x) and R(x’) = C(x). 
We also have the following result for the modular irreducible represen- 
tation of S, (bearing in mind that irreducible representations of S, are self 
dual because S, is ambivalent [ 1, 1.151. 
6. KG c(Cx) i(Rx) c(Cx) ‘v KG i(Rx’) c(Cx’) i(Rx’) @ c(G) [3, 21.101. 
Next we turn to the hyperoctahedral group. A characteristic free 
construction of the irreducible representations of these groups is given in [ 5 ]. 
Let G = B, (or C,) in the notation of the Weyl groups, the hyperoc- 
tahedral group of order n! 2”. Let (A, ,u) be a pair of partitions of n, and let 
x = (x~, x,,) be a (k, p)-tableau. The row group and column group of x are 
denoted by Rx and Cx. The double partition conjugate to (1,~) is (P’, a’). 
The tableau conjugate to x is x’ = (XL ,xi,). For the precise definitions see 
[5]. With this definition, R(x’) = C(x) and C(x’) = R(x). The results 3, 4, 5 
and 6 are valid for the hyperoctahedral groups; they are given in terms of 
characters at characteristic zero in [2]. 
Furthermore, we should compare the representations constructed using 
(A, p) and the reverse pair (cl, I). Let x’ be the reversed tableau x’ = (x,, x1). 
We have 
7. KB, e(CxT i(Rx> N KB, s(Cx) i(Rx) @ ((B,), where < is the character 
of B, which has value +l for all positive transpositions and -1 for all sign 
change transpositions. 
Proof: A study of the generators given in [5] of the annihilator ideals of 
e(C.?) i(RxT and e(Cx) i(Rx) shows that the annihilator ideal of the former is 
the same as that of e(Cx) i(Rx) 0 @B,). The result follows. 
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For the modular irreducibles of the hyperoctahedral groups, we have, for a 
p-regular pair of partions (13,~) of n, 
8. KB, E(E) i(Rf) E(C.?) N KB, E(CX) i(Rx) c(Cx) @ <(B,). 
We finally note that relations between monomial modules KG s(Rx), 
KG i(Rx), etc., are also special cases of Lemma 2. We refer the reader to [3], 
for such results on the symmetric groups. By Lemma 1 the monomial module 
KS,, y(H) is self dual if y(g) = y( g- ‘) for all g E G, where H is a subgroup 
of G and y a representation of G over K of degree one. 
Farahat has pointed out that the space of KG-homomorphisms from M 
into KG may be used instead of M*, and further that (2) may be generalised 
to arbitrary automorphism S. 
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